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Hipps Family files suit for wrongful death
Kelsey Morgan
News Editor

Tucker Hipps, sophomore member ofSigma Phi Epsilon
passed away in September.

The family of the
deceased Tucker Hipps, who
passed away in September, is
suing three fraternity brothers,
- Samuel Carney, Thomas
Carter King and Campbell T.
the Beta Chapter
Starr of the Sigma Phi Epsilon
Clemson
and
fraternity
University for wrongful death.
Greenville
to
According
Online, the Hipps family is
suing for $25 million.
According to the Pickens
County Thirteenth Judicial
Circuit Publix Index, the case
was filed on March 30, and the
status is currently pending.
Fox
to
According
reported
Carolina, Hipps was
missing just before 2 p.m. on
Sept. 22, 2014 after he did not
return from an early morning
run with his fraternity. His

body was found at 5 p.m. that
evening in Lake Hartwell.
According to WYFF4,
the complaint alleges that
Hipps had gotten into an
argument with a member of
the fraternity the morning of
the run over Hipps' failure to
provide breakfast that "had
been demanded of them." It
later claims that sometime
after that Hipps went headfirst
over the Highway 93 Bridge
into Lake Hartwell.
The suit claims that the
fraternity has a tradition of
"pressuring pledges to jump
off one or more bridges over
Lake Hartwell and swim to
shore" and that the fraternity
brothers made no attempt to
find Hipps and waited several
hours to call the police.
WYFF4 said the suit also
alleges on the day of Hipps'
death that a fraternity brother
sent a text message to Hipps'

that the Sigma Phi Epsilon
chapter would be suspended
until 2020 for alleged
violations of the student
organization conduct code.
This is a civil lawsuit,
and the sheriff's department is
not involved and has not yet
concluded their investigation.
Information
Public
Oconee
the
of
Officer
County Sheriff's Department
Jimmy Watt said, "[The
Oconee County Sheriff's
Department] has not finished
the investigation, and no
information will be released
until the investigation is
finished, other than what has
already been released."
was
university
The
unable to comment on the
matter as the lawsuit is still
pending.

girlfriend, Katie Clouse, saying
that Hipps had been seen at
the library and then a text to
a group message indicating
that the text to Clouse should
"help buy time."
The suit also alleges that
fraternity members deleted
the group messages that same
day. According to Greenville
Online, both Starr and King
allegedly attempted to delete
their phone calls, and Starr
attempted to change his
phone number.
On Sept. 22, 2014 the
911 call was released. All
Clemson fraternity activity was
suspended following his death,
bur according to Greenville
Online, investigators stated
that no evidence of hazing
had been found at the time.
The fraternity suspension was
lifted Oct. 10.
On Feb. 2 Clemson
released a statement stating

More information will be
released as it is confirmed.

Clements talks Clemson, graduation
and Beyonce with student media
D.E. Lyles
Senior StafJWriter

Oemson University has
had the honor for the past year
to get to know President Jim
Clements - both as a university
president and as a man. A
group representing Clemson
Srudent Media was given the
opportunity to sit down with
Clements in his office in Sikes
Hall and was able to ask the
president questions on behalf
the srudent body.
The one thing that
Oements made more than clear
was the fact that every decision
made would not be made
without careful and critical
consideration. With almost
every question that was asked,
Oements' answer was based
around a strategy that he and
his cabinet would build as his

tenure carried on.
Tracy Bennett of TAPS
asked Clements about the
success and failure of the
Clemson srudent body on
coming together as a family.
Clements said, "I think,
as a family, [Oemson] is a very
special place. But, it doesn't
mean there aren't things we
can do better or different in the
future, or things we wish we had
done differently in the past."
Clements also said that
an increase of dialogue among
students and faculty would only
strengthen the Clemson Family.
Another item of much
discussion among Clemson
upperclassmen is the location
graduation. Due to
for
Llttlejohn
on
renovations
Coliseum, graduations for the
next two years have been moved
to Greenville.

When Ellen Meny asked
President Clements about this;
he voiced his understanding
that Clemson students want to
graduate at Clemson, but he also
said that while the graduations
over the next two years may have
a new location, they will hold
the same honor and prestige.
Clements said, "I feel
for the srudents. Greenville is
beautiful, and we're going to
try to make the arena look as
much like Clemson and feel like
Clemson .. . I think it's going to
be great.,,
Valentin
John-Oliver
of TigerVision took the
conversation to a less-academic
and more personal agenda
by asking Clements who he
was wearing, what his favorite
Beyonce song was and how he
handled the situation of being
president and having children in

President C\~ents sat down with various student media organizations to answer their
questions.
college. Clements said that his
wife was in charge of shopping
and buying clothes, and that
he did listen to Beyonce, but
that he could not pinpoint an
exact favorite song. When it
came to the matter of his family,
Clements said that in all areas of
his life, he tries to be a servant to

those that need him.
Clements said, "They
can come to .me at times, if
they want to, and I try to be a
good listener. Another thing my
mother taught me was that God
gave you two ears and only one
mouth and to try to listen and
be a good listener - before you

say something."
Clements said that he
wanted the student body to
know that they can contact
him at any time, not only via
personal visits in Sikes Hall and
email, but also on Twitter at
@ClemsonPrez for questions,
concerns and comments.

Organization of the Week: Clemson
Student Veteran Association
Galen Hamrick
Contributor

News
Tiger
The
(TTN): Tell me a little about
the history of the CSVA.

Samuel Wigley (SW):
Nine years ago, a group
of drinking buddies got
together and formed a sort
of social club to swap stories
and share experiences. In
2012, the group began to
transition into a much more
official organization, and it
was then that it really started
to become the service-based
group that it is today.

Photo provided by the Clemson Student Veteran Association

Clemson University has always maintained a
long and proud military heritage. According to
the office of the Dean, the entirety of the Class
of 1917 volunteered to serve in the midst of
World War I. Dedicated to the support and fair
treatment of veterans in the past and today, the
Clemson Student Veterans Association (CSVA)
acts as a voice for the university's many students
whom have served in defense of our great nation.
President of CSVA President Samuel Wigley sat
down with The Tiger to give more information
about the organization.
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TTN: What are the
goals of your members
mission
your
beyond
statement? What does your
group hope to accomplish?
SW: We aim to lobby for
veterans on and off campus
in a way that brings their
issues in to the public eye.
We also look to increase our
membership and raise money
for our signature scholarship
the Clemson Student
Veteran Endowment.
TTN:

Describe
a
typical member of your
organization.
SW: There is no
standard profile I can give

(i

you, because there is so much
diversity in college and in
the military. However, I can
tell you that our members
are singularly motivated,
independent, goal-oriented
and have all experienced and
overcome adversity.
What
TIN:
expectations do you set for
your students and graduate
members?
SW: There are no
official obligations, but we
hope that everyone is willing
to help others in need and
participate in our group's
activities, such as fundraising
for the endowment and the
Tiger Walk for Veterans.

TTN: What aspect of
veterans' affairs on campus
do you most wish to change?
SW: The administration
here has been very good to
us, and many steps have been
made to increase support for
veterans here at Clemson,
a
forming
including
Veteran's Affairs Committee
that includes several faculty
members . However, it would
be ideal to have a full
time staff member to help
facilitate and coordinate
everything that goes on with
veteran's affairs on campus.
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CLEMSON WILL HOST JOSHUA D.
WRIGHT, MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL
TRADE COMMISSION TO SPEAK ON
THE TOPIC "REGULATION IN HIGHTECH MARLETS: PUBLIC CHOICE,
REGULATORY CAPTURE, AND
THE FTC."
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SAINT ANDREW
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Located at the corner of Edgewood and Sloan

Holy Thursday
Evening Mass
of the Lord's Supper
April 2 at 7:00 PM

Good Friday
Passion of the Lord
April 3 at 7:00 PM

Holy Saturday
Members ofAlpha Phi Omega help Girl Scouts earn their badges for

ocaching.

Easter Vigil
April 4 at 8:30 PM

Geocaching with the ----irl Scouts

Easter Sunday

Clemson service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega sts second annual
event to empower young girls.
Alyssa Charney
Copy Editor
Alpha
Phi
Omega
hosted the second annual
Girl
Scout
University
(GSU), which aims to bring
Girl Scouts to Clemson's
campus to work towards
earning two different badges .
during a single day.
Alpha Phi Omega, a
co-ed service fraternity, was
founded on the principles
of the Boy Scouts of
America, closely linking
the
organization
with
scouting. They hold Merit
Badge
University
for
Boy Scouts in the fall, in
addition
to
Girl
Scout
University
in
the spring.
Girl Scout University
is a student-run event
which prompts Girl Scouts
from all over the state of
South Carolina to attend.
Members of Alpha Phi
Omega taught classes to
around ' 140 Girl Scouts
this year.
)
Teri Jo van der Horst,
junior mathematical sciences

major and Alpha Phi Omega
topic he is passionate about.
president, said they offered a
The junior business
total of 16 different classes
management major said,
"I
would
to girls ages It It
definitely be
seven to 14 ■■
and covered
an instructor
The event ...
topics such
for
GSU
as first aid,
show[s] the girls a g a i n
budgeting,
because
it
the
good
things
painting and
provides the
geocaching.
Girl Scouts
what going to
Van der
and
the
college
will
do,
and
Horst said,
instructors
"To
me,
the benefits that a
n
GSU is ~ore come with going for opportunity
than
Just
,'"
•
to grow as
spreading
I that higher
individuals
the
word
education
and
help
about Alpha
improve our
Phi Omega,
community
it's
about
-David Buchanan t h r O U g h
reaching
out into the
e
community to work with
badges offered vary year
girls ' and help them with
to year depending on the
their Girl Scout experience.
brothers of Alpha Phi
Some of the classes provide
Omega and their respective
skills that they can use
skills.
This
year
they
offered six different badges
latex.life."
for
the
Brownies,
six
Rocco
Esposito
for the junipr and four
be
an
volunteered
to
for the Cadettes. Badges
instructor for a class on
to
ranged
from
bugs
bu~iness ownership to help
celebrating the community
others by talking r about a

WE WANT YOU

TO WRITE FOR NEWS
EMAIL THETIGERHEWS1@GMAIL.COM
FOR MORE INFORMATIONI

o inside government and
e~ special agents.
·
avid Buchanan, junior
civil e ineering major and
scouting committee chair
of Alpha ~hi Omega said,
"We started our preliminary
planning f~r Girl Scout
University b-1ck in October,
and we started the actual
event
planning
and
promoting the event back
in January."
Buchanan
also
commented on the unique
aspect of the program, for
there is not another event
like it on campus or in
the area.
"Alpha Phi Omega
continues to run Girl
Scout University because
the Girl Scouts and the
leaders in the community
express
their
happiness
with the event and the
good things the event does
especially
for
the
girls; showing the girls
the good things what
going to college will do,
and
the
ben'efics
that
come with going for that
higher educatiorl."

Resurrection
of the Lord
April 5 at 7:00AM,
9:00AM, 11:30AM,
and 1:30PM

www.saclemson.org

Tree Pollen
weed Pollen
Plant Pollen

Great News tor
Alleruv Sufferer
Trinity Allergy Relief & Wellness Ccnt£'r, LLC.
TrlnityAllergyRelelf.com
110 Montgomery Dr. Suite ll, Anderson
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THE INDY435: AMISSION TRIP
Thomas Hoefel

for the homeless and those
Columnist
in need."
While some of my group
his spring break, I members worked in the thrift
didn't head to the store itself, where they placed
beach hotspots of donations on the shelves
PCB or Destin, or even to and determined prices for
my house to sleep the week them, the rest of us spent
away and cash in on free our time working in the
food. Instead, I was on the donation center next door.
streets of Indianapolis. That's There, we were given a
not your average spring break multitude of tasks that
destination for a college included sorting through
student, let alone an executive donations and determining if
member of a fraternity, but it they could head to the store
was where I was supposed to or not, moving furniture,
be. Given the opportunity, removing metal from unusable
I went (albeit nervously) furniture for scrap, making
with Clemson FCA and 435 bales of clothes, dumping
other students on m1ss10n · trash in the trash compactor
to love and serve the city or, my personal favorite,
of Indianapolis.
smashing old furniture with a
We were broken down sledge hammer.
into groups of roughly 12
The impact of some tasks
members, and were each was immediately evident,
given ministries to serve while others were tough to
in whatever way possible. follow through on. For a few
My group (Group 25, hours one morning, I swept
#TootThatThangUp) got the and shoveled rocks off of a
chance to serve at the Wheeler parking lot. It seemed like
Missions Ministry, a homeless the biggest waste of time and
outreach center that provides effort, but I've realized that
services through thrift stores, whether I saw them or not,
men's and women's shelters the fruits of my labor would
and recovery programs. Their be seen, and that I was here to
mission is "To provide Christ serve regardless of the task.
centered programs and services
In a matter of five days,

T

I met wonderful people, heard
amazing stories, saw God work
in ways that I had never seen
before and somehow managed
to have the best experience of
my life. I had never been on a
mission trip before, so I wasn't
sure what I should expect.
On the first Saturday
of break, I hopped in a van
at 5:30 a.m. with 12 people
that I still barely knew. With
the help of a 10-hour ride,
and allowing ourselves to
be vulnerable, we quickly
became a close-knit group that
considers each other family. I
thought this would be a one
time thing, and that after
"Indy" I'd get my mission trip
fix and be fulfilled.
However, that's not the
case. I'm already looking
forward to next spring break,
when I'll get the opportunity
to love and serve another
city that so desperately needs
it. And the mission doesn't
· "Id"
end m
n y; we've b een
challenged to bring the same
gusto that we had there
back to our campus here at
Clemson. As I continue to
grow and serve, I'll always
remember the relationships
and experiences I gained
in Indianapolis.
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MARY ANNE KLEITCHES

Dear Ediror,

TimeOut Layout Editor
SANA Au AzAM1

Clemson's Coalition of Concerned Students recently came under
fire in an article in Clemson's GOP magazine, written under the
pseudonym, "Publius", the same pseudonym James Madison wrote
under in The Federalist Papers. I hope to help clarify his arguments
in this essay.
Publius hits the ground running with the "strawman" logical
fallacy, misrepresenting and attempting to discredit the Change
Tillman group as "80 students, faculty and staff". This is slightly
contradicted by the bills passed to change Tillman Hall's name by
the Graduate Student Senate, the Faculty Senate, and thousands of
students who have spoken up on campus. Carrying Publius' argument
to the "Save Tillman" camp, their peaceful protest broug!i,r out 16
supporters, showing there really is no reason to "save Tillmap".
Publius begins what is sure to be end of Clemson's Women's
Leadership curriculum, asking, "Joan ofArc, Elizabeth I and Margaret
Thatcher seemed to have been fine (without this curriculum); why
do we need one?" I certainly do not represent the clearly anti-men
Women's Leadership Department, but I suspect it has something
to do with society's perpetuation of "beauty" on women, leading to
statistics like 80 percent of 13 year olds having attempted to lose
weight, or perhaps the occupational oppression of women, entailing
statistics like women earning 79 cents for every dollar men do.
Whatever the reason, I'm sure the Women's Leadership Department's
goals are nefarious.
Publius evokes a deep sense of injustice, citing the Coalition of
Concerned Students failure to recognize "the heroic stand taken by
the Clemson Board of Trustees in 1962 to integrate the university,
after disastrous incidents" at other universities. The heroism surely
shines through separate Supreme Court decisions ordering Ole Miss
to integrate and then later declaring "separate but equal" doctrine
unconstitutional with Brown v Board of Education. Clemson's Board
of Trustees should be commended for enacting the inevitable.
Publius, forever asking the difficult questions, asks, "if Clemson,
and SC, are so racist, then why was this state the first to elect an
African American (Tim Scott) to the U.S. Senate in 124 years?" How
dare them! They must have been thinking of the six black senators
elected before Senator Scott: Senators Revels, Bruce, Brooke III,
Braun, Obama, and Burris.
Publius's scathing article shows us our Clemson Family is as
intact as ever. How sad that the Coalition of Concerned Students
wants us to think otherwise.

Sophomore, Political Science Major
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Price of being gree'n

Copy Editor
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Copy Editor
MATTHEW STAPLETON

Copy Editor

Emily Blackshire
Columnist

It

is
a
common
misconception that in order
to be green, one must also
be wealthy. A lifestyle that
promotes
sustainability
is
often misconstrued as being
pricey or even elitist; however,
it is the opinion of many
(including myself) that it is
just as sustainable, if not more
so, to live on a budget focused
on
intentional
purchases
and reusing what you already
have. In this regard, although
it may be less sexy to the
public eye, truly "sustainable"
commumties
often
don't
include hybrid cars, technology
that eliminates the need for
paper use or solar panels
(though ideally, they could
house
those
innovations
as well).
Sustainable
practices
vary from community to
community and are contingent
on socioeconomic status as
much as they are awareness.
The age-old question of
"which group is less harmful
to the environment" sits on a
pendulum between the rich
and poor. Those who intend to
cut back on carbon emissions,
fossil fuel utilization and
unnecessary waste and can
afford to take action by
consciously
consuming
ethically-produced
and
en vironm en tally- conscious
goods should be commended,
no doubt. However, I would

argue
that
impoverished
communities worldwide that
consume fewer resources and
reuse out of necessity are
making similar impacts by
living as they always have.
The rich make an impact by
changing their habits; the poor
make one by keeping theirs.
The
most
prominent
environmental
scholars
of
yesteryear
praised
what
billions of individuals today
do out of necessity. Although
intentionally
going
green
in wealthy communities is
something admirable in its own
way, I think Thoreau might
argue that we should shift
toward the practices of those
living in less developed areas
as opposed to consuming more
in order to live a "greener" life.
Sharing whenever possible,
living off one's own land
when possible and reusing
all that is allotted to you is
practical, both economically
and environmentally, as it
decreases the demand for
less-renewable
resources
and
increases
intentional
community -building.
Going green on a budget can
lead to using less, while gaining
in the way of a community in
terms of shared resources. We
have a long way to go before
the earth sees some relief from
heavy human interference, and
all lifestyles that contribute
positively to the planet should
be seen as valuable in our path
to a more ethical and eco
conscious globe.
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Elaine Day

Sports Editor
I love baseball. But let me
be more specific: I love Clemson
baseball. I've been to 12 games
this season, watched even more
online, and I regret the ones I
didn't get to see. I've sat through
too many innings of rain and
cold to count and left games
unable to feel my toes but
smiling through my chattering
teeth because I got to spend the
afternoon ar the ballpark. I've
travelled to Augusta, Georgia
and Greenville, South Carolina
and Raleigh, North Carolina,
and I already have plans to head
down to Atlanta, Georgia later
next month to see my boys
in purple and orange on the
diamond. I've been called the
"chairman of the dedication
committee" when it comes to
Clemson baseball, and I take
pride in that title.
Yet here I sit, writing this
article, and my beloved Tigers
are 13-13 on the year with a
less-than-ideal 5-7 record in
conference play. Of those 12
games that I have been to in
person, I've seen six losses. I've
seen pitching blunders and
defensive errors so spectacularly
bad I was left speechless. I've
seen the offense score more than
10 runs, only to be nearly shut
out the very next day. It's been
hard to watch at times. It was
hard to see too many home runs
to count hit by NC State over
the left field wall as they took
two of three in our first ACC
series of the year. It was hard

to watch us get a man on third
with two outs and see our best
hitter strike out looking to lose
a one-run game to Winthrop.
But, I've also seen six wins.
I've seen brilliant pitching and
motivated offensive output.
I've seen multiple players hit
their first career home runs
this season and felt a swell of
happiness when it happened.
I'll never forget what it felt like
when Weston Wilson went
yard twice in one night against

''

THOSE MEMORIES ARE
WHAT MOTIVATE ME
TO KEEP GOING BACK
TO DOUG KINGSMORE
STADIUM FOR NEARLY
EVERY HOME GAME
AND TO TRAVEL TO AS
MANY AWAY GAMES
AS POSSIBLE.

''

the Gamecocks, or when I
watched on my phone as Chris
Okey belted a game-winning
grand slam in extra innings
against Virginia Tech or when
Tyler Krieger came out of the
dugout to play in the infield for
the first time in almost a year
just this past weekend against
Wake Forest. Those memories
are what motivate me to keep
going back to Doug Kingsmore
Stadium for nearly every home
game and to travel to. as many
away games as possible.

I've heard a lot of
frustrated responses to the
team's performance and the
coaching this season, and I
have also experienced my share
of exasperated moments, but
that doesn't mean that we as
Clemson fans shouldn't look
forward to the rest ofthe season.
Listening to the players being
interviewed, you'll hear that
they believe in their teammates
and their capabilities, so why
shouldn't we? Some of the
players discussed a team attitude
change prior to Sunday's win,
and it obviously worked.
"There's a lot of games
left," Krieger said after Sunday's
victory. "Today's win doesn't
mean as much as yesterday's
loss. You can't take games for
more than what they are. You
have to continue to come out
and try to get better every single
day. Treat every single day like
it's game seven of the World
Series, every single game like
it's game seven of the World
Series and just continue to
get better."
I don't know about you,
but I'm going to do just that:
treat every game like it's game
seven of the World Series.
Because before we know it, the
2015 season is going to be over,
and we're going to be counting
down to Opening Day yet
again. Rather than spending the
rest of the season wondering
what went wrong or being
upset over the play and the
coaching, let's join the players
in a mentality adjustment and
start believing. Go Tigers.
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Weston Wdson (No. 8) celebrates Eli White's (No. 4) first career home run against Wake.

Track performs well in weekend mee,,,...........,t~s~~
Henry Hutton

Senior StaffWriter
Last
weekend,
the
Clemson men and women's
track teams split up to
attend two different meets.
Clemson's best runners and
jumpers headed west for
the Clyqe Littlefield Texas
Relays, ~hile the remainder
of the teams traveled to
Tuscaloosa, Alabama for
the University of Alabama's
Crimson Tide Invitational.
Those who attended
the Clyde Littlefield Texas
Relays put up a good
showing for the Tigers over
the course of the weekend.

The highest finish for the
women came from senior
Samantha Elliot who was the
runner-up in the women's
400-meter hurdles. Her
time of 57.54 seconds was
one of the 10 fastest times in
Clemson history. The 4xl00
meter
team,
consisting
of Torie Robinson, Deja
Parrish, Sabria Hadley and
My,asia
Jacobs
finished
fourth m Texas. Another
relay team, the 4x200, was
runner-up to round out
a solid weekend for the
women's relays. Hadley also
broke into rhe Tigers' record
book with a time of 11.32
seconds that would give her

an eighth place finish in the
event and be the fifth best
time in school history.
The men were led by
the 4x400 meter relay, who
won the university section of
the meet. They also placed
highly, as the 4xl 00 meter
relay team of Elijah Britton,
Michael
C~eeks,
Justin
Johnson and Tevin Hester
won their heat and finished
fifth overall in the event.
Johnson also finished atop
the qualifiers for the men's
110-meter
hurdles
and
would finish third overall in
the event.
Clemson
The
two
athletes to participate in

field events in Texas also
finished
strong.
Torian
Ware placed fourth in
the high jump and Mimi
Land finished sixth in the
same event.
The Tigers also had
several good performances
in
the
Crimson Tide
Invitational. Gr.a..ce Barnett
finished third in the 800
meter with a time of
2:09.19 minutes, seventh
fastest in Clemson history,
while Chad Fennell placed
fifth in the same event at
1:53. 77
minutes. Aaron
Ramirez came in third in the
1500-meter with a strong
time of 3:49.61 minutes

while fellow Tiger James
Dwyer finished only one
spot behind in fourth.
Clemson also competed
in several field events in
Tuscaloosa. Sarah Maxson
placed third in the high
jump with a height of 5-7,
her best of the season and
tenth best in school history.
James Plummer finished
seventh in the men's discus
with a distance of 180-9
to complete the significant
finishes for the Tigers over
the weekend.
This coming weekend,
Clemson will travel to the
Florida Relays to compete
on Friday and Sarurday.

+

No. 19 Women's tennis dominates NC State
Emily McGinley

Contributor

Beatrice Gumulya won her singles match on Sunday as well as her doubles match with partner Jessy Rompies.

•
Tristen Dewar did not even have to finish her doubles match on Sunday, as earlier Tiger success ended the match.

Women's tennis had a
great performance against
NC State on Sunday,
finishing the match at an
overall 7-0 against the
Wolfpack,
bringing
the
Tigers to 11-7 overall
and 6-3 in the ACC. The
tournament took place at
the Isenhour Tennis Center
in Raleigh, North Carolina.
The Tigers are ranked No.
19 and left the Wolfpack
with an overall record of
9- 10 overall and 0-8 in
the ACC. This win makes
for Clemson's fourth 7-0
victory against the past
six opponents.
In
singles,
senior,
Beatrice Gumulya won her
match after losing the first
set with an end score of 2-6,
6-3 and 6-4; a victory for the
No. 2 position for the Lady
Tigers. Clemson's top tennis
player, Joana Eidukonyte,
also won after losing the
first set: 1-6, 7-5 and 6-4;
a close win for Eidukonyte.
In other singles action,
Daniela Ruiz and Yuilynn
Miao contributed to the
Tiger's 7-0 win by defeating
their opponents.
Women's
doubles
pulled their weight bringing
in more wins for the
Tigers. The No. 1 doubles
pair, Gumulya and Jessy
Rompies, won 8-5 over the
Wolfpack allowing Tristen
Dewar and Miao's match to

go unfinished. Eidukonyte
and Ruiz played for No. 3
doubles and won their match
8-3.
Clemson
women's
tennis doubles have been
strong this season, having
very few losses. After coming
out over the University
of North Carolina, who
had
previously
been
undefeated, the Tigers are
looking unstoppable.
The Tigers play at home
Friday, April 3, after having
the last three matches on
the road. The ladies face
Pittsburgh at 2:30 p.m.
and then play Georgia Tech
Saturday ·at 2:30 p.m.
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Zack Erwin (No. 33) had seven strikeouts in 8.0 innings pitched on Sunday, getting the W.

Tyler Slaton hit his first home run of the season off ofWake's first pitch on Saturday.

Baseball falls short against Wake
Stephen Krupka
Contributor

Tyler Krieger (No. 3) played at second on Sunday for the
first time since injuring his shoulder last season.

Looking to carry the
momentum from a This past
19-2 midweek victory into the
weekend, the Clemson baseball
team took on the visiting Wake
Forest Demon Deacons in
Doug Kingsmore Stadium.
Unfortunately,
the Tigers
fell short in the three game
series, posting a 1-2 record for
the weekend.
Action began on Friday
at 6:30 p.m., with both teams
seeking to improve their ACC
records. Both teams entered
Friday's matchup with 5-5
records in the conference. A
crucial matchup at the season's
midpoint, Friday's game carried
subtle significance concerning
the momentum ofthe weekend
series and of the season as
a whole.
Right off the bat, it was
clear that Friday's game would
be a grinder. During the sixth
inning, just one run had
been scored, and Clemson
tightly held on to the lead.
Unfortunately for the Tigers,
Wake Forest center fielder
Joey Rodriguez had a little
something up his sleeve. With
two outs in the sixth and no men
on base, Rodriguez sparked a
Demon Deacon run with a
clutch hit to get on base. Fueled

by Rodrigueis execution under
pressure, second baseman Nate
Mondou followed the single
with a double to continue
the momentum and send
Rodriguez across the home
plate. Next, worn pitcher
Matthew Crownover walked
four straight Wake hitters as
they extend the score by two.
Errors plagued the Tigers as
they attempted to scrape at
a comeback, giving up four
runs in the seventh inning,
essentially postponing hopes
a win to Saturday. They lost
8-2 and focused their eyes
on Saturday.
Saturday afternoon's game
at Doug Kingsmore could not
have begun any better. Center
fielder Tyler Slaton hit the
Demon Deacons' first pitch of
the game over the right field
fence, much to the appreciation
of Tiger fans in attendance.
The sun was out, the Tigers
were up, and it appeared at
the bottom of the first inning
that it was truly a new day for
the team. The third inning,
however, told a very different
story. Down 1-0, the Demon
Deacons took advantage of
a critical Tiger error, and
exploited the opportuniry
by scoring four runs to
put themselves on top 4-1.
Clemson junior right fielder
Steven Duggar countered

Wake Forest's advances with an
impressive home run hit, but
the Demon Deacons had more
to say. Channeling his heroic
Friday performance, Wake's
Mondou hit a double off the
Tiger pitcher Brody Koerner to
tack two runs onto his team's
tally. The deficit once again
proved too much to overcome,
as the Tigers fell 7-3.
While Saturday's game
seemed a regression ofsorts, the
Tigers rebounded on Sunday to
conquer the shortcomings of
the two games prior. Freshman
Chase Pinder led the way for the
Tigers, putting up the game's
first run off first baseman
Andrew Cox's second-inning
single. Consistent, exceptional
pitching by Clemson's Zack
Erwin allowed the Tigers to
stay on top. Allowing just seven
hits, Erwin played a big role in
limiting the Demon Deacons to
two runs. The Tigers, however,
did not let up. In the fourth
inning, sophomore Weston
Wilson and Cox contributed
to a two-run extension of
the lead. The most exciting
moment of the game however,
was sophomore Eli White's
three run homer in the game's ,
sixth inning. His first career
home run, the sophomore out
of Easley, South Carolina all
but squashed Wake Forest's
comeback hopes, putting the

Tigers on top 6-2.
TheTigers will look to turn
their 13-13 season around with
a win over the non-conference
Furman Paladins on Tuesday
night at 6:30 p.m. at Doug
Kingsmore Stadium.

INDIVIDUAL LEASES
ROOMMATE MATCHING

• Offer not valid on previously signed leases or relets. Some
restrictions may apply. See leasing office for complete details.

PRIVATE BED AND BATH
FULL SIZE WASHER/DRYER
WALK-IN CLOSETS
DISHWASHER
CABLE & INTERNET
WATER & SEWAGE
24/7 CLUBHOUSE
COMPUTER LAB
FITNESS CENTER
2 SWIMMING POOLS
SAND VOLLEYBALL
CONFERENCE ROOM
CABANA
BASKETBALL COURT
FREE TANNING
ON-CALL MAINTENANCE
COURTESY PATROL
RESIDENT EVENTS
ON-SITE MANAGEMENT
& MORE!
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Comedian, Kevin Hart comes to Clemson
Hannah Reese
Head Copy Editor
A comedic genius, one
that has captured the hearts of
millions of people through his
shows such as "Laugh at My
Pain" and "Let me Explain,"
came to Clemson's campus
on Saturday to perform his
new Stand-up routine, "What
Now?" I am talking about
the one and only Kevin
Hart. With golden lines
such as "She wasn't ready,"
"Alright, alright, alright"
and "You gon' learn
today," Hart is both extremely
quotable
and
extremely
endearing. It's no surprise that
Saturday's show was sold-out.
The show began
with the opening acts of
three comedians: Joey Wells
from
Fresno,
California,
Will "Spank" Horton from
Philadelphia and Na'im Lynn
from New Jersey. Initially,
I was less than eager to sit
through three other acts
before Hart's, but with Joey

Wells's opener, it was evident
Hart wasn't the only talent
in the room. Wells began
by asking the freshman,
sophomores, juniors, seniors
and graduates to cheer, poking
fun at each group by using the
stereotypes of typical college
students. And who doesn't
love being teased? Joey Wells
was basically the M.C. for the
night, and he played the part
wonderfully. I'm definitely a
Wells convert. He's a breath
of fresh air for the stand-up
comedy community.
Up next was Will
"Spank" Horton. I wasn't
the biggest fan of Horton,
because I honestly struggled
to understand what he was
saying. He mumbled through
his stand-up, and I didn't
laugh that much, if only
because I was struggling to
understand what he was
saying. From what jokes
that I did understand, I
would agree that he's a funny
dude - except for the fact
that he seemed to be a little

homophobic. I know that in
stand-up you need to make
fun of people, but when
you go on a tangent on how
gay people make you feel
uncomfortable,
it's
time
that you need to rethink
your jokes.
The last comedian to
work the stage before our
beloved Hart was Na'im Lynn.
I remember Lynn being
funny, but not hilarious to the
point that I can specifically
call to mind any of his jokes.
He talked about his age and
the struggle to date women in
his late 30s, but that's about
all that stuck in my mind.
He's a funny guy, but his
repertoire was sadly short on
memorable jokes.
Now,
ladies
and
gentlemen, it is time to
review the honorable Kevin
Hart! Let me use one word to
describe Hart's performance
- hilarious. That man had
me in stitches with mascara
running down my face. He
started his set by expressing

his dislike of the wildlife in
California, telling the story
of a raccoon who apparently
stared at him and "shot" at
him. What I like about Hart
is that his performance wasn't
simply joke after joke after
joke, it was a 50-minute long
story - and he's a master
storyteller. He built this story
around his bizarre but funny
raccoon intro and referred
to said raccoon until the
very end.
Everything
connected
in his big comedic story ...
from his fiance's judgmental
friend (rOrangutan? Really?")
to his private-school-prep of a
son ("Let me grab my flops"),
to how his daughter terrified
him after he watched "The
Conjuring" ("Rawrrrrrrr"). It's
hard to do other people's jokes
justice, especially over print,
but the show was amazing and
surpassed any expectations
I had before walking into
Littlejohn. For more Hart,
see his new movie "Get Hard"
starring Will Ferrell.

ar
Passed a note to a cute girl next to me
that said hi. All that was written on it
when it was passed back was "read at
2:37" right under hi.
Walked into my bathroom and tripped
over my girlfriends bra. It was a boobie
trap.

When you think you see your ex on campus,
but then realize it's just a trash can
Interviewer: So, why do you want this job?
Me: because I have no job
Jesus had buttcheeks
Compiled by: ANNA BLAKE KEELEY/TimeOut editor

■
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MY DAY AT THE RACES
BY: MATT SPADARO, SOCIAL MEDIA EDITOR

TITLES FOR
EVERYONE
I (lT
Twitter erupted after the
clock struck midnight on
Monday, as dozens of major
artists changed their social
media avatars to a harsh,
light blue square, seemingly
ar the request of industry
luminary Jay-Z. The act was
in support of the rerelease of
the new streaming service,
Tidal, which he bought
earlier this month.
A clock on the service's
site counted down the
minutes until its launch,
an
announcement
by
owners of Tidal, including
music celebrities Jay-Z,
Kanye
West,
Rihanna,
Nicki Minaj, Alicia Keys
and more at 5 p.m. on
Monday evening.
The live-streamed press
conference from New York
City was an introduction of
Tidal as the "first ever artist
owned global music and
entertainment
platform."
Tidal, like music platform
Spotify, is a streaming and
subscription based service.
However, Tidal does
not have a free option like
most other services. The
monthly subscription costs
almost twice as much as
Spotify a premium
Spotify subscription, the
most expensive option,
costs $9.99 while a Tidal
subscription costs $19.99
for all members.
The reason for this price
discrepancy is explained
by Jay-Z in an interview
with the New York Times.

'I T
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"This is a platform that's
owned by artists . . . We
are treating these people
that really care about the
music with the utmost
respect." This statement
must ring true for music
icons such as Taylor Swift,
who pulled her albums from
Spotify. She is one among
many who have partnered
with Tidal.
The service is also
promising curated playlists,
music videos and editorial
content, and has reportedly
reached deals with every
major record label. It
wouldn't be surprising to .
see more exclusive content
from the artists in support
of the new service on social
media: a list that includes
Kanye West, Rihanna, Nicki
Minaj, Daft Punk, Arcade
Fire, Coldplay, Jack White
and many others.
It's too soon to tell if
Tidal will be able to topple
the streaming giant, Spotify,
but the service's clear vision
of premium content and
hi-fidelity audio, as well as
major support from many
of the industry's biggest
and brightest stars, should
make it worth keeping an
eye on. A little competition
never hurt anybody, though
Jay-Z's intent does not
seem to be to take down
Spotify. "I just want to be
an alternative," Jay-Z said in
his interview with New York
Times. "They don't have to
lose for me to win."

Courtesy of Matthew Spadaro

An inside look at this year's Carolina Cup
Pastels.
Pastels everywhere.
That's the lasting memory
I have of Carolina Cup, a day of
horse racing held in the South
Carolina town of Camden.
Camden is a popular location
in the equine community; I had
visited Camden once before,
traveling to a close friend's
farm for a weekend of bonfires
and barbeque (an eye-opening
experience in and ofitself). I had
seen pictures of the Kentucky
Derby and events of the like
plenty of times before online,
but not until-Saturday had I ever
experienced anything similar to
this real life. It's incredible.
I was lucky enough to

travel to Cup this year on a
bus with some of my closest
friends, and leaving at 6:30 in
the morning already had me
excited. As a New Yorker, high
fashion is usually reserved to
SoHo boutique windows of
dark colors and 5-digit price
tags; southern high fashion
is another thing entirely.
I had a field day observing my
friends' choices of thread, from
pastels to seersucker to tan
leather loafers and more. I mean
this when I say it: I was in awe of
how cool everyone looked and
how cool those clothing items
looked ·when seen and felt in
person. I was also quite ecstatic
to participate, picking out my

own bright colors and a canvas
jacket to sport at the event.
Afrer a bus ride that took
a seemingly unidentifiable
amount of time, we finally
arrived in Camden. I was told
by friends to expect a huge
police presence, and their
predictions didn't disappoint; it
was obvious that plenty of law
enforcement had been brought
in from other counties to handle
the massive influx of college
stu~ents
posing
as
the
bourgeoisie for the day.
What I saw when I got
off the bus was amazing droves and droves of students
also de-boarding from large
coach buses, all dressed to the

nines and sporting brightly and
creatively crafred coolers.
College Park, as the
student section is known, was
lined with bright white tents
with flags flying of the school
and organization that the tent's
attendees belonged to. From
each and every school, Cup
goers were dancing, laughing
and having a great time. My
experience was no different,
as it was one of the most fun
days I have had in quite a long
time. While I may hold being a
Yankee close to my heart, one
thing is t:ertain: the South knows
how to dress up and party like
no one else. I think I might have
even seen some horses.
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AN UNSCIENTIFIC FOOD FOR FAITH
LOOK AT HANGOVERS
,
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aclilm of three maj,or rilliJlc,M
BY: SANA AZAMI, SENIOR STAFF WRITER

BY: AMANDA HOEFER, SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Newton's Third Law states, "for every action, is an equal and opposite reaction."
While our man Isaac definitively meant this in the context of physics and gravity and what
not, his law coincidentally falls in line with the ecstasy and agony of PBR, shots of Burnetts
and the inevitable morning after, spent with your head in the toilet. It's literally a law of
nature that for as much fun you have downtown, tailgating or at that fraternity party, you
will have an equal amount of non-fun the next morning, or perhaps even the whole next day.
Sensible advice regarding hangovers would posit that we simply drink less, which
is parroted back at us from well-meaning adults as if it were the correct approach. Obviously
drinking to excess in the sort of way that will land you in jail or in the hospital is not
recommended, but as long as you're safe and not acting in a way that is disruptive to others,
then bombs away folks - preferably of the Sake or Irish Car variety. However, ifyou're being
safe and minimally annoying in the service of having a great Thursday night out, how can
you minimize the torment that comes with Friday?

COVER ALL YOUR BEDTIME BASES ----...
Try and stick to your routine even if you want nothing more than to pass out in
your clothes after a particularly taxing Case Race or Tour de Franzia. Push through the
spins and sleepiness to make sure that you change into PJs, wash your
face and brush your teeth and have your alarm set for the morning.
Few things are worse than waking up with cotton mouth and your
X's from the mixer transposed to your face and immediately realizing
that you have to be across campus in five minutes.

I

TAKE PREVENTATIVE MEASURES

-

Before you go out, try and lay out some Advil and a Nalgene
full of cold water in order get in front of the dehydration problem
that you'll be having in the morning. Much of the nausea, fatigue
and head aching associated with being hungover stems from being
dehydrated - while that Busch Light might go down just like
water, H20 is it not. Try and drink your bedtime water slowly so
you don't mak~ 'yourself feel sick, and get through at least two
glasses if it all possible. Word to the wise: Save the Gatorade,
which will replenish electrolytes, until the morning. Gatorade
doesn't really rehydrate you, and the sugary drink might
actually
exacerbate
the situation.
~- ·<¥'
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Cuisine as a ritual is not
as alien as we may imagine;
think of gingerbread men
around Christmas, green beer
on St. Patrick's Day or even
the pumpkin spice lattes that
come around at the first crisp
of autumn. We use food to
as a ritual to usher in special
occasions, anything from a life
event to the change of season.
Certain religions use dietary
restrictions as a way to practice
their values holistically, bring
the community together and
distinguish themselves from
other cultures.

BUDDHISM:
While more of a lifestyle
than a religion, Buddhism has
all the hallmarks of ritualistic
eating. Most practitioners
today have strict mandates
against
eating
meats;
however, early Buddhists were
directed to eat whatever was
served to the temple, even
if the offerings were meat,
even rancid.
Today, Buddhists adhere
to strict vegetarian guidelines
with a few exceptions. Root
vegetables like potato or
ginger are discouraged, since
harvesting the plant will kill
it and Buddhists are against
harming another living being.
They are also prehibited from
eating any ofthe "five pungent
spices:"
leeks,
scallions,
onions, garlic and chives.
Eating these spices is thought
to overexcite the senses, stir
anger and keep one away from
general mindfulness. Alcohol
is discouraged and drugs
are forbidden.

JUDAISM:
Practitioners of Judaism
follow the rules of kashrut,
or in English, kosher. Under
kashrut law, acceptable meats
include animals that chew
cud, have a split hoof (cows,
goats, sheep, camel) or
poultry. . Pork, crustaceans
and shellfish are banned. In
Jewish tradition, the nature
of the animal is taken into
account a number of
prohibited animals represent
vices (i.e. the pig) or virtues.
Quite literally, you are what
you eat.
The consumption of
meat and dairy from the
same dish is also forbidden.
This injunction comes from
a line in the Torah: "[it is
forbidden] to boil a goat in
its mother's milk." Scholars
extended the edict to all
meat, including pouhry,
citing that this mixture is
unhealthy and insensitive to
the animal.
Grape drinks, alcoholic
or otherwise,
may be
consumed,
provided
that they were raised in
accordance to the kashrut
law. You will often find a
small or on packaged food
that is certified kosher.

ISLAM:
Islam is thought · to
be the third installment of
Abrahamic tradition. First
was Judaism, where dietary
restrictions came into play.
The second installment
was Christianity, which did

away with the restrictions.
The
third
and
final
installment was Islam, where
the
dietary
restncnons
were implemented once
again. This allowance and
disallowance
of dietary
restrictions was a way to
differentiate
the
three
ideologies
which
were
otherwise so similar.
Halal is practiced both
for the animal and for the
human
who
consumes
it. The animal cannot
be injured or sickly, the
cutting instrument can't
be sharpened before the
animal, no other animal
can see the slaughtering and
the animal can only have
been fed a purely vegetarian
diet. If an animal meets all
of these requirements, it
must be slaughtered (zabiha)
by a Muslim who will
recite a short prayer. Only
when the animal has been
completely drained of its
blood may it be eaten. The
eating of meat, especially
when you have raised or
slaughtered it, is encouraged
as it keeps the consumer
humble, reminding them
that the animal died for
their health.
As with Judaism, only
animals with split hooves are
allowed (the vice vs. virtues
play a part once more).
Crustaceans, blood, carrion,
pork and scale-less fish
(e.g. shark and catfish) are
forbidden. The consumption
of intoxicants like alcohol
and drugs is also forbidden.
Certified halal foods may
be stamped with
or on
the packaging

~-FOOD,DUH
As if anyone is against post-raging
carb loading, but food in the morning works
wonders. While the jury's still out on whether or not
2 a.m. Wendy's will be all that helpful come morning, eating
'-•-----=
something bland and starchy like a bagel or even some oatmeal to start
your day will help settle your stomach. Obviously the holy grail of hangover foods
is the chicken biscuit, be it of the Bojangles or Chick-fil-a variety, but if you're feeling
seriously nauseous then maybe sit that one out.
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EXERCISE, SORRY
Exercise gives you endorphins; endorphins
make you happy - and happy people just don't punch their
Econ T.A. for calling them out for falling asleep in the back of
lecture after a big night out. They just don't! Finding the motivation to
hit the
treadmill hungover will be difficult, but just a little bit of sweating will give
you some
sweet relief from your pounding migraine via endorphins. Even if you're literally walking
at a snail's pace, you'll start to feel like a real person again if you get a little bit of exercise.
,
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Tl<itR5 LIVt IN TMt5t W99D5
We invite you to come tour the available
floor plans (2, 3 & 4 bedrooms) and amenities on property
Leasing Gifts (gift cards & TVs )

Don't miss out! We are already 75°/o for
August 2015

NETFLIX, NETFLIX, NETFLIX

www.WoodlandsofClemson.com
864-654-3004

If you're still feeling foul after eating a little, walking a little and drinking a lot, take
a cue from Sheryl Sandberg
•
and lean into your misery.
Put on your coziest sweats,
dose all the blinds and just
try and sleep this one off,
as you promise yourself that
you'll never let yourself get
this hungover again - that
is, until next weekend.

1/

Chocolate bunnies, Peeps, egg hunts, that reluctant trip to church ...

Is that what Easter is really all about?
Don't miss out on the real story behind Easter.
Jesus died for our sins and rose from the dead. Why?
So we could be forgiven and reconciled to God on a personal level.
He offers us a new life-One with substance.
Faculty Commons, a group of Christian faculty at Clemson, invites you to experience the real Easter,
the resurrection of Jesus Christ!! We invite you to talk to us about how Jesus Christ and the meaning of
Easter have changed our I ives . .
-

,
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Clemson Faculty Commons -

Rod Andrew

Bob Latour

Robert Rozetar, 111

History Department

Bioengineering

Asst. Professor of Military Leadership

Abel Bartley

John Leininger

Amy Sawyer

History Department

Department of Graphic Communications

Department of Languages

Greg Batt

Rick Lucas

Laura Schick

Department of Food, Nutrition
and Packaging Science

Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management

Department of Mathematical Sciences

Peter Messier

Windsor Westbrook Sherrill

Heather Batt

Civil Engineering Department

Department of Food, Nutrition
and Packaging Science

Janis Miller

Associate Vice President
for Health Research

Department of Management

. Debbie Smith

Carl Baum

GregMocko

School of Education

Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering

Department of Mechanical Engineering

Mark Smotherman
School of Computing

David Bodde

Jimmy Mullinax
Professor of Military Leadership

Melissa Sternhagen

International Center
for Automotive Research

lim Parrott

Civil Engineering Departm.ent

Department of Mathematical Sciences

Mark Thies

Kirby Player

Department of Chemical
and Biomolecular Engineering

Alton Brant
Department of Languages

College of Agriculture,
Forestry and Life Sciences

Sean Brittain
Department of Physics and Astronomy

John Chastain

,

Agricultural Mechanization and Business

Kay Cooksey
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